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The Zoological Garden Newsletter 

 

A center for amphibian research and conservation 

In winter 2013, following a plan to build a mall on the site of the winter pond at the 

checkpost junction in Haifa, and in collaboration with the Israel Nature and Parks 

Authority (INPA), zookeepers from our Zoological Garden together with volunteer 

students from the School of Zoology at Tel Aviv University, set out on a rescue mission to 

save the amphibians living in the winter pond before it was to be dried out. As part of the 

rescue operation, tadpoles of the eastern spadefoot toad, from the last sub-population of the 

Zebulon valley, were collected, as well as tadpoles of southern banded newts, green toads 

and Middle-East tree frogs.   

All the tadpoles were brought to the Zoological Garden and housed in temporary water 

bodies, in order to establish breeding colonies and serve as a source for re-introduction 

back into nature.  
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The Zoological Garden had held several species of amphibians even before this rescue 

operation, but the arrival of the new amphibians triggered the building of an area 

specifically designated for the documentation and research of the different amphibian 

species, in order to study their biology and ecology and promote their conservation in their 

natural habitats.   

At the beginning, the area comprised a small shed, where the spadefoot toads and newts 

were kept in plastic tanks collected from various sources. The shed was built on a small 

concrete platform on a slope that did not allow us to expand the soon-to-become 

inadequate research area, and the working conditions were difficult. Due to the importance 

of amphibian conservation and the increasing public attention, we wanted to enlarge the 

area in order to keep additional species and carry out further research.   

Currently, thanks to a generous donation that we received from the late Mr Horst Rulf 

Jorgan Helinger, we are rebuilding the area, upgrading its facilities and establishing the 

Center for Amphibian Research and Conservation. With the aid of the donation, we have 

built a terrace with a concrete surface, allowing us to triple the area designated for research 

systems, in addition to purchasing 20 plastic 1m3 tanks and equipping them with pumps, 

heating elements and more. This infrastructure will enable us to construct new systems for 

amphibian research and to continue breeding the spadefoot toads and newts in order to 

release them back into nature.  
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We have designated a portion of the donation to building an amphibian exhibition center, 

to be constructed in the former bat exhibit building. In preparation for the building works, 

the bats have been removed to a temporary exhibition and the thicket's birds to the new 

thicket aviary.  

In the new exhibition center, Israeli amphibian species will be exhibited in spacious 

displays suited to the various species' needs. The exhibition center will host educational 

activities to promote awareness of the amphibians' endangered status in Israel and an 

understanding of the importance of their conservation. The generous donation also 

supports Yael Ballon's research (see below).   

 

Light pollution and the spadefoot toad 

An animal’s biological clock, synchronized by the light and 

dark cycles in nature, enables many animals to anticipate and 

prepare for the cyclic changes in their environment. Today, 

in many habitats, due to the increasing use of artificial 

lighting, light has become an unreliable signal of day and 

night and even of  the season of the year. Such light pollution 

has a significant potential to affect an animal’s biological 

clock and, as a result, its behaviour, physiology and ecology. 

The effect of lighting regimes on amphibians has been little 

studied, and therefore has been the focus of the research 

carried out by Yael Ballon, currently completing her MSc 

degree and continuing to a doctorate, supervised by Prof. 

Noga Krofeld-Shor. Yael investigated the importance of 

light in determining the behavioural patterns and physiology 

of the spadefoot toad on a daily and seasonal scale. As part 

of the research, the activity levels of toads from our breeding 

colony in the Zoological Garden were measured using a 

dedicated camera system developed by Yael. The system 

documents the toads’ movement and activity in light, 

temperature and moisture controlled chambers. 
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These parameters are measured under 

different lighting regimes, as well as in 

response to light pulses given during the 

night hours, in order to study the potential 

effects of light pollution. In addition, 

comparisons have been made between 

toads assigned to either a short or long 

daylight regime, and the influence of day 

length on the toad's aestivation has been studied.     

The results of the study indicate a possible strong influence of artificial lighting on the 

biological clock of the spadefoot toad. Light pollution penetrates most habitats, especially 

winter ponds – the spadefoot toads’ habitat – and its influence on the biology of this 

species could thus be significant. The findings are expected to have implications for nature 

conservation, urban planning policy and the construction of artificial winter ponds. 

 

The thicket aviary – final 

work and beginning of 

populating  

At the end of July, final work 

on the thicket aviary was 

carried out: we have added 

sand for the common tortoises 

that now live in the aviary, and 

upgraded the water pond; 

mosquitofish and young tilapia 

are swimming in its waters and 

water plants decorate its eastern 

bank. At the beginning of 

August all the birds from the 

former bat exhibit building 

were moved to the aviary. 
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Volunteers in the Garden  

At the end of July and beginning of August, a group of eight youths volunteered in the 

Zoological Garden, as part of their service year in The Society for the Protection of Nature 

in Israel. They specifically chose to work in our Zoological Garden from out of a variety of 

options offered to them. In the five days they worked here, dedicated and diligently, they 

renovated the caracal cage, assisted in the final work for the new aviary, cleaned the lake 

and carried out several enrichment sessions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1,2: The volunteers cleaning the lake and removing mud, photo: Ron Elazari-Volcani; 3: the 

mud is then used for fertilizing the grass, photo: Ron Elazari-Volcani; 4, 5, 6: the volunteers 

renovating the caracal cage, photos:  Naama Schor 
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Look closely at the photo: can you recognize the site? This is the dried out lake, after it had 

been thoroughly cleaned by the tireless volunteers.    

 

 

 

The sea-eagles are back in our Garden! 

For the past few years we haven’t had any white-tailed sea-eagles in the Zoological Garden 

– now they are here again! The Zoological Garden had always had sea-eagles, even when it 

was located in Abu-Kabir so many years ago.  In recent years, however, due to 

considerations of managing the entire sea-eagle population in the country, we had none. 

This year, at last, in mid-July the INPA brought us a pair of white-tailed sea-eagles as part 

of the re-introduction project, hoping that they will breed here.   

The white-tailed sea-eagle is a large and heavy bird of prey that feeds mainly on fish that it 

catches from the water surface, but also on fish carcasses, marsh birds and small mammals. 

Until the mid-20th century sea-eagles were still nesting in Israel, but they stopped breeding 

here after the Hula Lake was dried out and due also to secondary poisoning caused by the 

excessive use of rodenticides.   
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Since the 1990s, a plan for re-

introducing sea-eagles back into nature 

has been implemented and, as part of 

it, young sea-eagles from zoos in Israel 

and Europe are being released into the 

wild. Breeding pairs now have homes 

in the Ramat-Gan Safari and in Hai-

Bar Carmel, and we hope that our new 

pair too will contribute to the breeding 

efforts.    

Our male and female sea-eagles, 

which have already demonstrated 

signs of pair bonding, have a quite 

interesting history: The male was born 

in the wild, in Poland, in 2004, and 

arrived in Israel as a result of 

collaboration between Zoo Wroclaw, 

Poland, and the INPA; the female was probably born in 2009, and reached the INPA after 

being held in private hands in Jericho. The tip-off about its presence in Jericho came from 

someone in the Palestinian Authority, and thanks to the collaboration between the two – 

the Palestinian Authority and the INPA – it was brought to the border and transferred 

safely to the INPA rangers who had come to collect it. It was about two years old, with a 

low body weight and several damaged feathers, but quickly gained weight and recovered. 

White-tailed sea-eagles reach sexual maturity at the age of four to six years, although when 

in captivity they usually reach sexual maturity and begin breeding at a later age. Our two 

sea-eagles are quite young and we hope that they'll breed here. Before they arrived here 

they were kept in Hai-Bar Carmel and we are very happy to have them with us now in our 

Zoological Garden. 
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Zoological Garden newsflash 

 Our male jungle cat has been 

moved to a new cage in order to 

separate it from the female and prevent 

breeding at this stage. Its new home is 

a renovated cage in the north-east 

section of the Garden. The renovation 

of the cage now allows the jungle cat 

to take full advantage of all the space 

available to it. As part of the 

renovation, marsh plants and southern 

maidenhair were planted and an 

automated drip irrigation system was 

installed.  

 Two of our four young vultures 

that arrived from Spain in winter 2016 

have been moved to Hai-Bar Carmel. 

The other two now share a spacious 

cage with the old vulture couple, 

having been relocated there in order to 

use their old cage for the new pair of 

white-tailed sea-eagles.   

 Perhaps you have noticed that 

the ibexes' fur looks a bit strange at the 

moment? Don’t worry; they are now in 

the midst of exchanging their fur for 

the nice shorter summer fur. Some 

have already completed the exchange, 

while others are still shedding their 

thick winter coat.  
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 A wild flower garden is 

currently under construction at the 

entrance to the Zoological Garden. The 

flower garden will welcome all those 

who enter the Garden and remind them 

of the season of the year. The flower 

seeds will be sown with the first rain. 

For the first few days after sowing we 

will reinforce the rain with irrigation, 

and will then let nature take its course.  

 As part of the project of 

removing the asbestos in the 

Zoological Garden, the hayloft has 

being extensively renovated. The 

asbestos has been removed and 

replaced with safe and approved 

materials. 

 The Zoological Garden attracts 

a variety birds, including mallard 

ducks that enjoy our lake in the midst 

of the hot summer.  

 At the beginning of the summer we sadly parted from our old Ruppell's fox that had 

died at the venerable age of 17 years.  
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common Reaumuria (Reaumuria hirtella) from the Tamaricaceae family that, like other 

family members, possesses salt secretion glands that secrete excess salt and  thereby 

eliminate the competitors attempting to germinate around it; the bitter apple (Citrullus 

colocynthis), from the Cucurbitaceae family, a wild relative of the domesticated 

watermelon, and a toxic plant used in folk medicine among Israeli Arabs. Its tough 

spherical fruits were dispersed by floods. The seeds that were collected after the flood 

germinated easily and at high percentages in comparison to the previous, mostly failed, 

attempts. The young seedlings of these species and others have now been planted in our 

desert plot and we are following their development. 

  

Shedding some light - pruning the 

Ficus boulevard 

The eastern side of the garden is well shaded by a 

long boulevard of Ficus microcarpa trees. The densely 

planted trees provide shade for the visitors and reduce 

the noise and air pollution from the close-by Ayalon 

highway. However, not everyone is happy - the shading 

is not good for the adjacent succulent collection. Cacti, 

Aloe and Agave plants are heliophilous (require direct 

sunlight), and therefore it is necessary to prune the 

over-long Ficus branches every few years. The pruning 

is done by an expert using a chain saw and a crane.  
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The latest pruning of the Ficus trees was carried out in mid -July, and it's still possible to 

notice the places where branches had been sawn off. However, there is no need to worry - 

they will quickly be covered anew by the growth of new leaves. 

 

Farwell dear palm 

In July we had to say goodbye to one of the Canary 

Islands date palm (Phoenix canariensis) trees that 

grow in the garden. The tree was attacked by an 

invasive species, a large beetle called 

Rhynchophorus ferrugineus, whose larvae burrowed 

into the heart of the palm and caused its death. The 

attached picture shows the bald tree top, which is a 

prominent feature of the spread of the pest. A 

municipality exterminator   attempted several 

treatments, but unfortunately these failed to cure the 

infection, which usually occurs in weakened trees. It 

was decided to cut down the infected tree, which is 

located next to a main path in the garden, so that it 

would not pose a danger to the people walking along 

the path, and to try to prevent the spread of further 

infection. 

  

The Red Book:  Celebrating 10 Years! 

At the end of June, a special 

seminar was held to mark the 

tenth anniversary of the 

publication of the Red Book of 

Endangered Plants in Israel. 

Cooperation between the Israel 

Nature and Parks Authority and 

the Botanical Garden led to the  
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seminar taking place in the 

Porter School of Environmental 

Studies. 

The seminar, which was open 

to the general public, was 

attended by senior officials 

from the Israel Nature and 

Parks Authority, scientists, 

INPA rangers, municipal ecologists, representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture and 

nature lovers. The lecturers presented special projects dealing with the conservation of 

plants in nature reserves or protected areas and involving the community. The seminar was 

concluded with a special tour of the Botanical Garden, which serves as a shelter for 

endangered species and plays an active role in rescue and restoration efforts. 

 

An Oak was seen riding a tractor  

A 40-year-old Boissier oak (Quercus boissieri) tree was 

seen speeding around the surrounding path mounted on a 

tractor. The oak, planted in 1975 in the Mediterranean 

scrub area, is located along the route designated for 

development as part of the construction of the new 

entrance plaza. In an attempt to protect the tree during 

the construction, it was decided to relocate it 

temporarily.  

To that end, its branches were trimmed and an anti-

fungal paste was applied to the stumps. The oak was dug 

out with as large a mass of roots as possible, and carried 

off on a tractor, together with another tree – the Eastern 

Strawberry Tree (Arbutus andrachne).  Both have now 

been transferred to a shaded, watered and safe location 

in the northern part of the garden. New leaf emergence suggests that both trees have 

survived the transfer, and in time they will be moved once again to their new location.   
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Born in Israel – Israel’s 70th anniversary calendar 

The Botanical Garden calendar for 2017-2018 is celebrating Israel’s 70 years of 

independence.  About 40 plant species bear the name "Israel" in their Hebrew name, of 

which twelve beautiful ones have been chosen for the calendar, all of which grow in the 

TAU Botanical Garden. These plants bear the name of the country either because they 

were first classified in Israel, or because they are endemic to Israel and its immediate 

surroundings. Some of these species are considered endangered and are on the verge of 

extinction. 

The calendars will be available from the Garden’s office from September.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


